
Minion Rush

**About Minion Rush**

Minion Rush is an endless runner, in which players have to run with the popular Minions from the

movie "Despicable Me" through numerous levels. The aim of the game is to run as long as possible

and collect many bananas while running.

In Minion Rush, you play the role of a Minion who wants to demonstrate his running skills. You

control the popular figures from the film series "Despicable Me" through numerous levels and have

to dodge all obstacles. Since the game is an endless runner, all levels are endless. The game

round is over as soon as you could not dodge an obstacle. The game is especially convincing by

customizable minions and locations from the famous film series.

**Minion Rush - Features:** 

- Run with the Minions: Minion Rush is an endless runner, in which you have to run through

numerous levels with the sweet Minions from the popular movie series "Despicable Me". To

control the Minions, you simply have to swipe across the screen. With a swipe to the right, the

Minions switch to the right lane. When you swipe left, the Minions run on the left lane. There are

many obstacles on the track, which you have to dodge. To dodge obstacles, you must either swipe

up or down. If you swipe up, your Minion jumps over obstacles like cars. In contrast, when you

swipe down, the Minion rolls under obstacles. The round is over as soon as you could not dodge

an obstacle and were thus prevented from continuing.

- Collect bananas: During your run you not only have to dodge obstacles, but also collect as many

bananas as possible. With the collected bananas you can buy, for example, new costumes or

objects in the shop.

- Play with the popular characters: There are many endless runners, but there is none in which you

control cute yellow Minions through the levels. In the game, Dave and Carlo as well as Jerry and

Mel are available. 

- Wear costumes: In Minion Rush you have the possibility to personalize your Minion with the help

of funny costumes. For example, you can dress up your Minion as a surfer or a ninja.

- Explore famous places: All levels in Minion Rush have been inspired by locations from

"Despicable Me". You will encounter places such as Bratt's Lair or the Anti-Villain League in the

game.

Conclusion: Minion Rush is a lovingly designed Endless Runner, in which you can play the role of a

minion and discover numerous places from "Despicable Me".


